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Smart shades that simplify your life

The Art of Window Styling

PowerView™
Motorisation
We did not invent light. We just created a smarter, simpler and
more convenient way to control how it plays through your
daily life. Welcome to PowerView™ Motorisation from Luxaflex®.
Smart shades that simplify your life.
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Shine
Rise &

The brilliantly designed
Pebble™ Remote is ideal
for room-centric control.

Modern lifestyle
With PowerView™ Motorisation the world’s most beautiful window coverings are
now the most intelligent. This innovative wireless system controls your Luxaflex®
window coverings, allowing you to operate an individual shade or the entire home
in perfect concert. All on your command.

A brilliant evolution in
The Art of Window Styling.
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Smart design

makes the difference.
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Key benefits
Precise operation
PowerView™ Motorisation offers precise control for a
variety of different Luxaflex® window coverings whether
raising, lowering, tilting and turning.

Flexible schedules
With the PowerView™ App, you can quickly create
customised scenes that control all the shades in your
home to operate together, or in any combination you
desire. Then you can easily schedule those scenes to
move your shades automatically, so you do not have to.

Energy efficient
Easily link schedules to sunrise and sunset times
calculated by the PowerView™ App to control solar
energy throughout the seasons or wake with the sun.

Secure
Adjust shades while you are away via the
RemoteConnect feature on your smartphone or tablet
and protect your homes privacy.

Child friendly
Simple, battery-powered and cord-free operation is
aesthetically pleasing and safer for children and pets.

Diverse
With the widest array of innovative styles, colours and
fabrics in the industry, your motorised window coverings
are as beautiful as they are intelligent.

Battery powered
Most PowerView™ window coverings are batterypowered, so they are easy to install, operate and
maintain. The battery-pack is hidden behind the
headrail so there is nothing to mark the beauty of your
window coverings. Of course your PowerView™ window
coverings can also be connected to the main power
supply.
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Start simple
Pebble™ Remote
Meet the PowerView™ Pebble™ Remote the stylish handheld
control and the entry point for the entire PowerView™ system.
With the Pebble™ Remote, or wall-mounted Surface Remote,
you can quickly adjust any single powered window covering
or all the shades in a specific room, totally on your command.
Enter a room and, like switching on a light, your shades operate
at your command with the stylish Surface Remote. Or, reach for
the Pebble™ Remote and adjust your shades on the move and
block the glare on the TV set, open the shades and let the light
in, or lower the shades for privacy without lifting more than a
finger. The Pebble™ is the perfect union of form and function,
both simply elegant and elegantly simple.

Pebble™ Clear Frost
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Clear Frost
Remote: White

Pebble™ Lime
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Lime
Remote: White

Pebble™ Snow
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Snow
Remote: White

Pebble™ Poppy
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Poppy
Remote: White

Pebble™ Night
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Night
Remote: White

Pebble™ Stone Frost
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Stone Frost
Remote: White

Pebble™ Cobalt
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Cobalt
Remote: White

PowerView™ Pebble™ Remote
features
- The brilliantly designed Pebble™ Remote is ideal for room-centric control with
seven pops of colour.
- Six separate ‘Group’ buttons to organize different groupings of products to your
preferences (buttons 1 to 6).
- An ALL button that activates all Groups at once.
- Ability to set a FAVOURITE position for each Group.
OPEN and
CLOSE buttons for raising and lowering products.
-  TILT control buttons for opening, closing, rotating vanes and slats.
- A STOP button to adjust any shade to your perfect, preferred position.
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Convenience
from any wall
Wall Surface
The Surface Remote, which easily mounts to any wall,
operates the same way, with all the same features, as the
Pebble™ Remote from a convenient fixed location. It comes
in several colour options to mix and match to your personal
style.

Surface White Matte
Remote: Black

Surface White Matte
Remote: White

Surface Nickel Matte
Remote: Black

Surface Nickel Matte
Remote: White

Surface Black Matte
Remote: Black

Surface Black Matte
Remote: White
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Set your perfect scenes
If you prefer to have rooms operate
independently, or work together in
total synchronisation, you can use the
PowerView™ App to create distinct
scenes for your daily life. Your unique
collection of personalised scenes is
easy to set up, operate and manage.
Name them, colour code them and
organise them in the way that is easiest
for you and your family to use.
For example, greet the day with the
arrival of the sun by opening the
shades to the perfect position for your
morning activities. In the evening, have
the whole home gracefully close out
the day and ensure your privacy. The
choice is yours. Scenes can be created
within individual rooms and compiled
into multiple room scenes to activate a
whole host of activity throughout the
home with a single press.
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RemoteConnect
RemoteConnect provides the ability
to activate scenes from anywhere in
the world via your smart phone or
tablet by creating an account with
the PowerView™ App. Forget to close
the shades before leaving on holiday?
Log-in remotely to the PowerView™
App to set your shades in motion.
RemoteConnect works through a
secure Luxaflex® server to keep your
home safe and protected.

Take control
For precise individual shade control or group control,
use the PowerView™ App from your smart phone or
tablet to send shades to specific positions with just the
swipe of a finger.
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Smart shades that
simplify your life
Imagine a world where window coverings anticipate your needs and adjust
themselves automatically, creating the perfect room ambience, morning, noon and
night.
That is the beauty of PowerView™ Motorisation - just program PowerView™ to
move your window coverings to the exact position you want and then control and
schedule them using the intuitive PowerView™ App on your smartphone or tablet.
Available in an incredible range of sophisticated designs, PowerView™ Motorisation
creates a whole new world of beauty and convenience. With PowerView™, your
window coverings will become such an essential part of the way you live, you will
wonder how you ever lived without them.

MORNING
7:30 AM:
OPEN SHADES
KITCHEN
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WARM
DAY
1:30 PM:
HALFWAY LOUNGE

NIGHT
8:30 PM:
ALL CLOSE
WHOLE HOME
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Bring scenes
to life
Date Night

Perfect View

Pebble Scene Controller
™

The Pebble™ Scene Controller comes in several colour options
to mix and match to your personal style.

Pebble™ Clear Frost
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Clear Frost
Remote: White

End of Day

Tea Time

Good
Morning

Pebble™ Snow
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Snow
Remote: White

Pebble™ Poppy
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Poppy
Remote: White

Snow Day

Rainy Day

Welcome
home

Pebble™ Night
Remote: White

Pebble™ Stone Frost
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Stone Frost
Remote: White

Movie Night

Nap Time

Pebble™ Lime
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Lime
Remote: White

Hot Weather

Pebble™ Night
Remote: Black

Lazy Sunday

Vacation

Reading

Pebble™ Cobalt
Remote: Black

Pebble™ Cobalt
Remote: White

Scene Controller features
- An OLED screen for displaying pre-selected scenes.
- Scroll between and activate scenes using the < LEFT and > RIGHT arrow buttons and
SELECT.
- Two different

FAVOURITE options allow for 1-button scene activation.

- Set up and updating is done using the PowerView™ App.
- Surface Scene Controller easily mounts in key locations to control all the scenes in
your home.
- You can easily place the scene controller in the Pebble™.
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Surface Scene Controller
The Surface Scene Controller has the same functionalities as the Pebble™ Scene Controller.

Night Night

Sunny
Afternoon

Yoga Time

Privacy

Wake Up

Rise & Shine

Surface Nickel Matte
Remote: Black

Surface Nickel Matte
Remote: White

Surface White Matte
Remote: Black

Surface White Matte
Remote: White

Surface Black Matte
Remote: Black

Surface Black Matte
Remote: White

Light control
reinvented
PowerView™ Motorisation is available
with an unrivaled selection of
sophisticated styles, fabrics and
colours from Luxaflex®, the European
leader in window styling.
With PowerView™, your window
coverings will become such an
essential part of the way you live,
you will wonder how you ever
lived without them.

ay
Lazy D

PowerView™ Motorisation in motion
at luxaflex.com
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Experience how

Smart shades can simplify
your life
3
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Your control

Lazy Day

1

P
 ebble™ and Surface Remote

At the heart of the PowerView™
Motorisation system are the easy-to-use
handheld and wallmounted remotes
that let you easily control and adjust a
single window coverings or an entire
room with the push of a button.
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PowerView™ App

Our innovative app allows you to
use your smartphone or tablet like a
remote control for individual shades,
or the entire home, whether at home
or away with RemoteConnect.
The App requires the PowerView™ Hub
for operation.
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Lazy Day

Pebble™ and Surface Scene
Controller

Working in concert with the PowerView™
Hub and App, you can activate
preprogrammed scenes directly from
the handheld Pebble™ or wall-mounted
Surface. Quickly scroll through a list of
your personalized scenes or activate
using one of two FAVOURITE buttons.

Learn more about
PowerView™ Motorisation
at luxaflex.com
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System control
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PowerView™ Hub

The Hub attaches to your home’s WiFi
router and is the centralized brain of
the entire PowerView™ system, storing
the customized settings, activating
schedules and providing a central
point of control for all PowerView™
window coverings in your home.
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PowerView™ Repeater

The Repeater is a small signal enhancer
that discreetly plugs into any AC outlet
in the home to extend signal range
so PowerView™ can work throughout
your home, regardless of its size.

The PowerView™ Motorisation
system is also designed for
compatibility with most
home automation system
technologies on the market
today, as well as Apple® iOS and
Android™ tablets and mobile
devices to expand the function
of your wireless home.
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For truly exceptional, fully customised and reliable
window coverings, Luxaflex® is the perfect choice.
With over 60 years’ experience, Luxaflex® is committed to
providing you with an unrivalled selection of products,
fabrics, materials and colours for your comfort and
pleasure. All covered by a five-year guarantee.

The Art of Window Styling

Find your local Luxaflex® showroom at luxaflex.com
Let’s talk

Home consultation

Craftsmanship guaranteed

Seamless installation

Together with our local expert,
you can look at inspiration for
your room and get to know the
products and materials you like.

Your local expert measures your
dimensions, assesses your lighting,
and makes sure everything is
perfectly designed for your home.

Your bespoke product will be
handmade with care and attention
to detail by our skilled craftsmen.

Relax and let Luxaflex®
professionals do what they do best,
knowing you’re covered under our
5 year guarantee.
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